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	Introduction to Contextual Processing: Theory and Applications, 9781439834688 (1439834687), CRC Press, 2010

	Contextual computing has been around for several years with a variety of names such as pervasive computation and omnipresent computing. Recently there has been a drive toward making personal digital assistants (PDAs) more aware of their environment. For example, a cell phone may sense that it is in a conference room and reason that it should divert calls to voice mail. In conjunction with this trend, there has also been an equally significant trend toward peer-to-peer (P2P) distribution of information, in which an unprecedented number of people can have access to information.


	While considering these trends, the concept of context-sensitive computation developed. The initial idea was that information would drive the type of processing that was done on it instead of the traditional model of systems and software being static in the way they process information. The idea for this book was born from merging this concept with those of pervasive computation, peer-based hyper–data distribution, and global access to information. Thus the idea of contextual computation was born.


	To the best of our knowledge this idea is seminal, borrowing from a number of areas of computer science including sensors, information systems, logic, security, graphics, networks, and mathematics. This book presents a comprehensive model for how a contextually based processing system might be constructed. It discusses the components of such a system, the interactions of the components, key mathematical foundations behind the model, and brand-new concepts that are necessary to make such a system operate.


	Because the idea of contextually driven processing is comprehensive, it is a very large idea. Anyone from a developer to a company to researchers and government entities may want to borrow parts of the model or design entire systems based on the concepts developed in this book.
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Basic Visual Formatting in CSS: Layout Fundamentals in CSSO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Some aspects of the Css formatting model may seem counterintuitive at first, but as you’ll learn in this practical guide, the more you work with these features, the more they make sense. Author Eric Meyer gives you a good grounding in Css visual rendering, from element box rules and concepts to the specifics of managing tricky...



		

PowerBuilder 9: Internet and Distributed Application DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2003

	This book is about the development of distributed applications using PowerBuilder. PowerBuilder has evolved over the years from a pure client/server tool to a tool that supports and enhances the development experience.


	Version 9 of PowerBuilder introduces many features designed specifically to blend the traditional strength of...


		

How to Cheat in Adobe Flash CS5: The Art of Design and AnimationFocal Press, 2010

	Need to solve problems quickly to develop creative projects to time and to budget? Want to hone your Flash skills so you can concentrate on your animation? Then How to Cheat in Flash is for you! Chris Georgenes shows how to work from the problem to the solution - from the viewpoint of an animator who has been commissioned to create a job and...





	

Professional Red Teaming: Conducting Successful Cybersecurity EngagementsApress, 2019

	
		Use this unique book to leverage technology when conducting offensive security engagements. You will understand practical tradecraft, operational guidelines, and offensive security best practices as carrying out professional cybersecurity engagements is more than exploiting computers, executing scripts, or utilizing tools.
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Concepts and Fuzzy LogicMIT Press, 2011

	The classical view of concepts in psychology was challenged in the 1970s when experimental evidence showed that concept categories are graded and thus cannot be represented adequately by classical sets. The possibility of using fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic for representing and dealing with concepts was recognized initially but then...


		

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express Edition For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Find code for sample applications on the companion Web site
    

    Get up and running in no time with this streamlined version of SQL Server    

    SQL Server Express with Advanced Services is new, cool, inexpensive, and now — thanks to this book — easy to handle! This friendly...
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